POSITION TITLE: Painter

JOB CODE: 031603, 036603

DATE PREPARED: July 21, 1992

SUMMARY STATEMENT

The incumbent performs various painting tasks, roof repairs, wall paper hanging, carpet installations, tile installations, window glazing, concrete deck repairs, and glazing.

DIMENSIONS

The incumbent reports to a Painter Foreman, general foreman, or salaried supervisor and has no supervisory responsibility.

NATURE AND SCOPE

1. Applies painting products to interior and exterior of facilities and applies various finishes to furniture type products;

2. Applies roof coating products to repair deteriorating roofs;

3. Applies concrete patching products to repair concrete surfaces;

4. Installs glass panes in new frames and repairs broken windows;

5. Sandblasts various surfaces in preparation of applying various coatings;

6. Bead blasts concrete floors to remove old coating;

7. Engraves plastic or metal signs with a pentagraph;

8. Is responsible for maintaining satellite accumulation areas and assuring proper waste stream documentation;

9. Adheres to all Company EEO, affirmative action, environment, safety, health, quality assurance, and security programs;

10. Performs related work as required.

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS

Physical

1. Constant standing/walking throughout shift on all types of surfaces and uneven terrain indoors and outdoors up to one-half to one mile per shift;

2. Occasional sitting in vehicle or on floor while working at or near ground level;

3. Frequent lifting/carrying tools, equipment, and supplies, 1 to 25 pounds; occasionally up to 50 to 65-pound buckets of paint or equipment, carrying for short distances; occasionally carrying up to 100-pound sacks of materials for a distance up to 150 feet.